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Global-in-time behavior of a 

Gierer-Meinhardt system
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→pick up key factors 

a mathematics for cell biology

~ top down modeling

insight from experiments 

→integrate formulae 

→simulation check 

→understand the evens as  a system
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aggregating cellsmoving clustered cells

Chemotaxis

blowup of the solution 

quantity distributed in space -

time

Temperature infinite  

region enclosed in a 

bounded domain in a 

positive time interval  

takes a dimension lower 

than 2

a mathematical phenomenon

scale invariant estimate
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transient and asymptotic dynamics
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v

u: prey  

v: predator

stationary states 

… spatially homogeneous

no Turing pattern →
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reaction-diffusion system

shadow system 
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v

ODE 
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local self-enhancement (direct, indirect)

+

local concentration maxima 

stripelike distributions of substances

u=u(x,t) activator 

v=v(x,t) inhibitor

cut → duplicate

long-range inhibition

(prevent the spreading into surrounding 

tissue) 

spiky patterns in stationary states 

.. Wei-Wintner 08

J. Wei, HB DE, Stationary PDE, vol. 5

spiky patterns discovered by 

Ni-Takagi 86

A chemotaxis system shares the  

shadow stationary state  
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global-in-time existence case 

Masuda-Takahashi 87

Jiang 06

global-in-time existence case

blowup case

Li-Ni 09

Question 1  compactness of the orbit Question 2 dynamical  control  to PDE
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v
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spatially homogeneous (constant) 

stationary state 

ODE phase plane
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u

v

u: prey  

v: predator

u: activator 

v: inhibitor 

Abstract 

Gierer-Meihardt system models morphogenesis of hydra in the context of 

Turing patterns.  There is a parameter region, however, where the ODE part 

takes periodic orbits.  If two diffusion coefficients are comparable in this 

parameter region, then any solution exists global-in-time and is absorbed into 

an ODE orbit.  A variational structure is hidden there, common and applicable 

to the study of other reaction-diffusion systems; joint work with G. Karali and Y. 

Yamada    

Plan

1. Lotka-Volterra system (7) 

2. Variational structure (4) 

3. Compactness of the orbit (2)  

4. Main theorem (1) 
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1. Lotka-Volterra system 

1/14

Lotka-Volterra ODE is a Hamilton system

2/14
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a Lyapunov function

A priori estimates via Lyapunov function
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semigroup estimatecomparison theorem 

Theory of  dynamical systemsTheory of  dynamical systemsTheory of  dynamical systemsTheory of  dynamical systems
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2. 2. 2. 2. VariationalVariationalVariationalVariational structurestructurestructurestructure
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Hamilton formalism 
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3. Compactness of the orbit 
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13/14

4. Main Theorem

14/14

the only case where the compactness 

of the orbit is known so far 
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Pattern formation is certainly based on the interaction of many components. 

Since the interaction are expected to be nonlinear, our intuition is 

insufficient to check whether a particular assumption really accounts for the 

experimental observation.  By modeling, the weak points of an hypothesis 

become evident and the initial hypothesis can be modified or improved. 

Models often contain simplifying assumptions, and different models may 

account equally well for a particular observation.  This diversity should, 

however, be considered as an advantage: multiplicity of models stimulates 

the design of experimental tests in order to discriminate between the rival 

theories. 

------ A.J. Koch and H. Meinhardt, 1994  
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